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With its stunning stained glass door, intricate architraves and pilasters, this elegant Hove home instantly engenders an enticing
first impression. From the soft subtle colour scheme, stripped wooden doors and picture rails to the high ceilings, cornicing
and prized proportions, this is undoubtedly a wonderful example of modern life in a period property. 

Beautifully lit by a wealth of tall windows looking out onto the garden, an outstanding lounge/dining room offers a superior
place in which to relax and entertain. Graceful yet homely, its impressive layout combines a carved wooden mantelpiece with a
contemporary fire to give a cosy focal point, while the warm tones of its wood floor extend to a glazed door that makes it easy
to step out onto the patio for a morning coffee. Adding to the sense of space, a feature arched doorway leads into the adjoining
first class kitchen that's fully fitted with solid wood Shaker-style cabinets, integrated appliances and underfloor heating. The
etched grooves of its sleek granite countertops flow into a butler sink and a glazed door offers further access to the patio and
garden.

The marvellous main bedroom produces a superior retreat at the end of the day. Beneath the subtle cornicing of its ceiling, the
rich tiles of a distinguished period fireplace reminds you of the property's heritage and marvellously large bay windows enhance
the sense of light and space. The consistent design themes continue in the second bedroom with its fitted wood wardrobes,
while an excellent bathroom has a bath with a rosehead power shower, underfloor heating and in-ceiling speakers to match the
kitchen. 

Outside
At the rear of this Hove home a paved patio creates a seamless connection with both the lounge/dining room and kitchen
making it a fantastic place to sit back and enjoy al fresco dining or simply relax with a good book and a glass of wine. The
classic stripes of an established lawn stretch out before you bordered by deep flowerbeds with their colourful shrubs and
palms, and the high walls and fencing give a notable feeling of privacy. This property also has the option to create private
parking by simply dropping the kerb and as it is on the ground floor, can be structured to have the front garden.
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